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THE PREVENTION OF WATER WASTE ON RAILROADS 

By C. R. Knowles 

The past few years have seen much activity on the part of water 
works engineers towards the prevention of water waste. Many 
of the large cities have organized special departments to conduct 
water waste surveys and look after water losses. Unfortunately, 
with one or two exceptions, this activity has not been felt on rail- 
roads, notwithstanding the fact that the railroads are among the 
largest users of water. 

As an example of what may be accomplished by a campaign against 
water waste, the Illinois Central has reduced the expense for city 
water alone from $225,112.94 during the fiscal year 1913-14 to 
$190,438.50 during the fiscal year 1914-15, a reduction in the cost of 
city water of $34,673.79. This is a net saving accomplished by the 
elimination of water waste. The expense for city water represents 
only about 40 per cent of the total cost for water, 60 per cent being 
for water pumped by company forces, consequently there has been 
a great reduction in the waste of water pumped by railroad water 
stations, and a resultant saving that cannot be shown by figures. 

Water is generally considered as free as the air we breathe and 
much of the waste is due to carelessness on the part of employees 
who fail to realize its cost. It follows that careful instruction, 
followed -by disciplinary measures, where necessary, is the remedy 
in a campaign to reduce waste. This lack of cooperation due to 
ignorance of the value of water, sometimes aided and abetted by 
departmental lines and jealousies, causes thousands of dollars need- 
less expense to the railroads of the country. 

American railroads consume daily approximately 1,950,000,000 
gallons of water at a daily expense of over $100,000. These figures 
should be enough to convince almost anyone that water is not free, 
and that a saving in water is quite as important as a saving in coal, 
oil or other supplies. It is safe to say that 15 per cent of all the 
water used by railroads is waste. By waste is meant that quantity 
of water drawn in excess of the amount actually required. 
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470 C.R. KNOWLES 

A few illustrations of the most common forms of waste on rail- 
roads will be given, with the cost of such waste and suggested 
remedies. 

Large quantities of water may be wasted in taking water at 
tanks and penstocks, unless care is exercised to properly spot the 
engine and avoid overflowing the tender. 

Not only does this cause a waste of water but it causes an ad- 
ditional expense for removing ice from track in winter months and 
repairs to soft track during the summer. 

A conservative estimate of the total cost of this waste per an- 
num is $60 per tank. With 30 tanks the annual expense will be 
$1800, or 5 per cent on $36,000, and will pay the interest and de- 
preciation on the cost of construction of a new 100,000 gallon tank 
at each station in five years, or will build and maintain a locomotive 
each year. The remedy is to keep the tank spouts and penstocks 
in proper repair and compel due care in taking water on locomotives. 

One of the most expensive sources of water waste is at engine 
houses in connection with the use of boiler washout hose and valves. 
The water used for washing locomotives invariably has to be handled 
twice to secure the high pressure necessary to properly wash loco- 
motive boilers. 

The average cost for such water is in excess of ten cents per thou- 
sand gallons. A boiler washout hose with a one inch nozzle at 100- 
pounds pressure will easily waste 12,000 gallons of water per hour 
at a cost of $1.20 to $1.50. This does not take into consideration 
the cost of heating water where hot water is used for washing. This 
is a very hard matter to control and results cannot be obtained 
except through the cooperation of the roundhouse force. 

Laws prohibiting the use of public drinking cups have made the 
bubbling drinking fountain a necessity, but the makeshift affairs 
commonly constructed of half inch to one and one-half inch pipe, 
and flowing constantly, are an abuse to this system of providing 
drinking water, and will waste from $150 to $350 per year for each 
fountain. The actual amount of drinking water required by a man 
is about one-half gallon per day. A single bubbling fountain with 
a quarter of an inch opening at 25-pounds pressure will deliver 425 
gallons per hour, which would furnish ample drinking water for 
10,000 men and allow 50 per cent waste. The only satisfactory 
way to control this waste is to restrict the size of opening and 
equip all fixtures of this kind with self-closing valves. 
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Yard hydrants for sprinkling, filling water jugs and coach yard 
service also cause a heavy waste of water. A one inch hydrant of 
this type will waste from 20 to 30 cents worth of water per hour or 
$5 to $7 per day. Forty or fifty of these hydrants are often installed 
in a single coach yard and as there is nearly always a number of them 
open and running the loss is enormous. 

The improper use of hose for sprinkling, washing coaches, etc., 
causes a great waste of water that may easily be avoided. To show 
how water may be wasted in this manner three illustrations are given. 

The first shows a hose with open end and is of practically no 
value for washing or sprinkling as' far as efficiency is concerned. 
The water being wasted and the cost is given in the following table : 

One hour, 1,080 gallons @ $0. 10  $1 .08 
Ten hours, 10,800 gallons @ $0. 10  

*  10.80 
Three hundred hours, 324,000 gallons @ $0.10  32.40 

The second illustration shows the hose without nozzle and the 
stream partially restricted by pressure of the thumb. This stream 
is probably about 50 per cent efficient and will waste water as 
follows : 

One hour, 540 gallons @ $0.10  $0.054 
Ten hours, 5,400 gallons @ $0. 10  54 
Three hundred hours, 162,000 gallons @ $0. 10  ,  16.20 

The third shows a hose properly equipped with nozzle. This 
stream is doing the maximum amount of work with the minimum 
waste of water, the water used being as follows : 

One hour, 180 gallons @ $0.10  $0.018 
Ten hours, 1,800 gallons @ $0. 10  18 
Three hundred hours, 54,000 gallons @ $0. 10  5.40 

Leaking or improperly adjusted valves in toilet flush tanks will 
waste from $3 to $50 per month for each battery, depending on 
the number of fixtures and cost of water. A case was found recently 
where toilet facilities at a large terminal were causing a loss of over 
$400 per month. In another instance the loss was over $150 per 
month. The trouble was corrected by cutting down the waste of 
water, and the saving at these two points alone amounts to $10,000 
per year. 
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Wash basins, slop sinks and other fixtures connected direct to 
sewers and drains offer opportunity for heavy water losses, and a 
saving can be made in almost every instance by giving attention to 
valves and faucets, keeping them in proper repair and making it a 
point to see that they are closed when not in use. 

Another source of waste is through leaks in underground 
mains. These underground leaks are not always easy to detect, 
for there is nothing in the old saying that "leaks will always show 
at the surface, " for if the pipe is laid in a porous formation or near 
sewers the water finds a ready outlet without reaching the surface. 
The presence of leaks of this kind may sometimes be determined by 
use of the aquaphone or sonoscope or by carefully comparing the 
consumption with the pumpage or meter readings; but locating and 
repairing the leak are often such difficult matters that one sometimes 
wonders whether it is cheaper to permit the pipe to leak or make 
repairs. However, this question is easily answered. It always 
pays to stop leaks. As an illustration of what may be accomplished 
by stopping underground leaks, the following figures on the work 
done along this line in Washington, D. C, in 1910 are taken from the 
American Water Works Association proceedings of 1911: 

WASTE 
NUMBER IN GALLONS 

PER DAY 

Abandoned services and taps leaking  11 305,000 
Iron services broken  204 2,438,000 
Lead services broken  87 1,202,000 
Wiped joints broken  74 710,000 
Couplings on services leaking  18 119,000 
Curb cocks leaking  30 85,000 
Taps blown out  3 50,000 
Joints on mains leaking  92 1,034,000 
Mains broken  2 332,000 
Valves leaking  11 89,000 

6,364,000 

This included no leaks or breaks detected by reason of water 
appearing on the surface of the ground, which goes to prove that 
watching the surface for underground leakage is a very poor method 
of locating waste. The great majority of our water mains are un- 
derground, and their importance is sometimes lost sight of, but if 
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they were brought to the surface the realization of their true condi- 
tion would doubtless prove an instructive but very unpleasant sur- 
prise. 

The saving effected in handling cinders with modern cinder pit 
facilities is often destroyed by the waste of water through hose con- 
nections. The photograph shows an actual condition. The waste 
is 10 gallons per minute, 600 gallons per hour, 14,400 gallons per day. 
The cost is $1.44 per day, $10.08 per week or $524.16 per year. 

Fire hydrants are often used for drinking and other purposes 
with a resultant waste of water. The t illustration shows a condition 
by no means uncommon. One hundred gallons of water are being 
wasted to secure perhaps a pint of water. Serving drinking water, 
to say twenty men, by this expensive method would cost as follows: 
A man will require water from four to eight times per day of ten hours 
or an average of six times per day, thus twenty men who drink 120 
times a day using this method of securing their drinking water will 
waste 12,000 gallons while drinking 5 gallons. 

A faucet may be noticed to leak, but no effort is made to close 
the faucet or repair the leak, for the reason that the possibility for 
loss is not realized. The first picture shows water leaking drop by 
drop : 

15 gallons per day, cost @ $0. 10.  $0.0015 
105 gallons per week, cost @ $0. 10  0.015 

5,475 gallons per year, cost @ $0. 10  0.5475 

The second picture shows water leaking through a one-fourth 
inch opening: 

13,435 gallons per day, cost @ $0. 10  $1 .34 
94,045 gallons per week, cost @ $0. 10  9.40 

4,890,340 gallons per year, cost @ $0. 10.  489.03 

The third picture shows water leaking through a 'one-half inch 
opening: 

53,568 gallons per day, cost @ $0.10  $5.35 
374,976 gallons per week, cost @ $0. 10  37,49 

19,498,752 gallons per year, cost @ $0. 10  1,948.75 

The rate used in computing the cost of city water is $0.10 per 
thousand gallons, which would probably represent the minimum 
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rather than the average rate as paid for city water. In computing 
the cost of water in over three hundred cities throughout the United 
States, the maximum cost, where water was furnished by private 
companies or municipal plant, was $0.23 per thousand gallons, while 

the minimum rate was $0.09, making an average rate of $0.16 per 
thousand gallons, the rate in a number of the cities being as high as 
$0.50 per thousand gallons. 

Thus it will be seen that the saving as given is very conservative. 
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